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Example 2:

Submitter with 3 employers:

RASUBMITTER 1

REEMPLOYER  A

RS

 }  25 Code RS records

RS

RT

RE .. EMPLOYER  B

RS

 }  41 Code RS records

RS

RT

RE .. EMPLOYER  C

RS

 } 52 Code RS records

RS

RT

RF

Example 1:

Employer filing own W-2s for 38 employees:

RA . EMPLOYER  1

RE . EMPLOYER  1

RS

 } 38 Code RS records

RS

RT

RF

Code RE - Employer Record

Did you:

� Make sure the FEIN field identifying the employer
contains nine numeric characters (no hyphens or
alphabetic characters)? Code RE record FEIN(s)
may be the same as the submitter’s FEIN in the
code RA record if the submitter and the employer(s)
are the same company.

Code RS - State Record

Did you:

� Make sure the SSN field contains nine numeric
characters (no hyphens)?  Do not enter an “8” or a
“9” as the first digit of an SSN.   If a SSN is not
available, fill the field with zeros or enter "I" in the first
position and fill the rest of the field with blanks.

� Use the fields as defined in the layout for the name
format?

Code RT - Total Record

Did you:

� Make sure every code RE record has a
corresponding code RT record after all employees
have been listed for the employer identified in the
code RE record?

� Make sure the code RT record is the sum of the data
reported in the code RS records occurring since the
last code RE record?  The code RT record must not
contain amounts reported in previous code RT
records.

Code RF - Final Record

Did you:

� Make sure the code RF record is the last data record
of a magnetic media file?  A code RF record must not
appear between employers in files containing more
than one code RE record.

VII. Examples of Proper Record Sequence for
Magnetic Media W-2 Information Returns




